LESSON #6

WHY DO LEAVES

CHANGE COLORS?
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SCIENCE
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PLANTS ARE THE SILENT

ROCK STARS
OF THE LIVING-ORGANISM WORLD.
True, they’re at the “bottom” of the food chain. But that
means they’re the foundation everything is built on! They’re
food for some animals, including people, and provide shelter
for others. Without these “producers,” our world would
be in a lot of trouble.
Besides being self-sufficient – they make their own food,
after all – plants undergo major changes, like growing from tiny
seedlings into giant trees and “falling asleep” in fall and winter
but bursting back to life in spring. Investigating the “fall colors”
is an exciting way to bring botany, or the science of plants, to
life. Unlock those secrets in a fun experiment and discover
other local resources in this guide.
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Isopropyl (rubbing)
alcohol G
1 white coffee filter
(cut into strips)
Short glass/beaker (or several)

THE CHALLENGE

Scissors
A few leaves from plants (any
type; pick a few to compare!)
An old spoon or pestlelike object
Pencil/straw (or several)

How do trees and other plants change
color in the fall – and how come?
It turns out there’s more than meets the eye.
Let’s find out leaves’ “true colors.”

Paper clip (or several)

G

= Grown-up item. Safety first!

THINGS TO EXPLORE FIRST
Autumn is coming. What happens

Have you ever gotten an edible

If you’ve ever used a hand sani-

to trees and plants in your neigh-

plant, like berries or beets, on

tizer gel, you know it dries faster

borhood? What color do the leaves

your clothes? It leaves a red blotch,

than water. That’s because it con-

turn? What is happening with the

right? If you squish a blackberry vs.

tains rubbing alcohol, which evapo-

weather in the fall?

a banana, which will leave a darker

rates quickly. During this experiment,

stain? Every plant contains natural

think about why that evaporation

coloring called pigment.

quality is helpful.
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SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURE

1
2
3

SEE IT IN
ACTION

Tear the leaves into small pieces and place in a glass. If you’re doing a
few types of leaves, place each type in a different glass. The more pieces
in each glass, the better the experiment will work.
With the spoon/pestle, carefully grind up the leaves for a few minutes, until fairly well mashed up.
Pour some isopropyl alcohol into the glass – just enough to cover the
small pile of leaf pieces you created. Be careful not to splash this liquid
in your eyes, and absolutely do not drink it! This starts the process of
releasing chlorophyll from the leaves. Tip: To release even more color,
set the glass(es) into a larger water-tight/heat-safe container. Fill that
container with hot water and let glass(es) sit for about 30 minutes. G

Watch our puppet pal, Izzy, and
her Michigan Science Center
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Cut out a coffee filter strip with scissors affix one end to a paper clip;
then, feed a pencil or straw through the top hoop of the paperclip. Make
sure the dangling end of the filter strip is just long enough to dip into

friends, David and Zahraa, do

the liquid when the straw/pencil is balanced across the top of the glass

the experiment!

(it’s best if it doesn’t touch the bottom of the glass). Air should surround
the exposed part of the filter on all sides. Repeat for all glasses, if doing
more than one. Let them sit for about an hour.
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Inspect your filter strip to see what happened. What colors do you see
now? Which ones are higher up and which are lower? What differences
do you see between leaves – let’s say a maple or birch tree leaf vs. leaves
from a flower?
Tip: During clean-up, be careful not to spill any solution your clothes,
since the pigments can definitely stain.

G

= Grown-up step. Safety first!
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BOTANY

SCIENCE!
To understand why leaves turn colors in the fall, we have to dig into
why leaves are green in the first place.
That’s because they have a green pigment, or coloring, called

chlorophyll. It absorbs the sun’s light and uses that energy to start
photosynthesis – which is how the plant makes food out of carbon dioxide and water (two things it naturally gets a lot of). But underneath
all that green are other pigments, notes the U.S. National Arboretum, including xanthophylls (yellow) and carotenoids (orange).
So in autumn, a few things happen. Days get shorter. There’s
less sunlight. The chlorophyll production slows and stops – revealing the yellow and orange. Other processes eventually produce reds, purples and, ultimately, as nutrients dwindle, brown.
Did you notice some of the color “bands” on your coffee filter
went up “higher,” toward the pencil, than others? The smaller
the pigment size, the farther it will go as the rubbing alcohol
evaporates and pulls the seemingly “all green” color into
its separate parts.
This is a cool way to predict what colors trees in your neighborhood will turn when autumn arrives. You can try different
types of trees. Or compare different months. What happens when
you try this in August vs. September?
In a pinch for leaves? Try spinach. And if pigments pique your interest,
search online for versions of this experiment that use red cabbage,
blueberries and carrots – even candy and certain types of markers!
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BE A BOTANIST?

Plant science is a growing career
field. Botanists are often employed at places such as educational institutions, government
agencies, seed and nursery
companies, food companies,
the chemical industry and
drug companies – and job
availability is generally good,
according to the Botanical
Society of America.

TRIVIA TIME

DID YOU
KNOW?
“Fertilize” your botany knowledge and help it grow with
these interesting factoids.

ROSES ARE RED

Believe it or not, apples are part
of the rose family. So are apricots, peaches, pears, strawberries and other fruits, Better
Homes and Gardens points
out. And speaking of which:
The average strawberry has 200
seeds – and is the only fruit with
seeds on the outside.

MEAT EATERS

Did you know plants can be
carnivorous? Some actually eat
insects and other tiny animals.
The famous Venus flytrap, for ex-

TYPES
OF TREES

All trees have a woody stem, live
for years and grow to at least 13

ample, has moving parts to catch
its prey and can even eat a small
frog. These plants typically

PLANTS APLENTY

feet tall, notes Ducksters kids page.

The earth has more than 350,000

There are two sorts. Conifers have

different species of plants. This in-

hard, skinny leaves called needles

cludes everything from tiny mosses

and stay “evergreen” all year.

to towering trees. That’s a lot of di-

Broadleaf trees, meanwhile, are

versity! But each one of them needs

mostly deciduous – they lose their

the same four things: water, light,

leaves fall – and produce “flowers”

nutrients and air.

like fruits or nuts.
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eat meat because the soil
they live in is “thin and
lacking in nutrients,”
notes DK findout!

SUGGESTE

D

B
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LEARN MORE

GREAT RESOURCES

Y

AL TEACHER
C
S
LO
1. Bridget Zahradnik,
third grade teacher, Parkview
Elementary, Novi and K-4
science content leader for Novi
Community Schools

2. Dr. Heidi S. Kattula, Ed.D.,
director of learning services,
Bloomfield Hills Schools

Experiment, click and browse around to discover the
fascinating world of plants.

TOYS & KITS

WEBSITES

Botany Box

The University of Illinois

Crafts are a great way to bring

Extension: The Great Plant Escape

science to life, and this Green Kid

This free resource invites kids ages 7-12

Crafts kit delivers. Its STEAM-fo-

to help Detective Leplant – along with

cused activities include projects,

his partners Bud and Sprout – to unlock

from herbarium cultivation to plant

the mysteries of plant life. Find six cases

printmaking. For ages 3-10.

to explore with experiments and more.

Hydroponic Plant Lab

BrainPOP Jr.

Plants grow in dirt. But what about

This is an “excellent site for short vid-

sand – or water? This science-fair

eo clips that do a great job explaining

ready kit by Educational Insights, for

concepts,” Zahradnik says, like plant

ages 6-plus, lets kids test their theo-

adaptations. It offers family subscrip-

ries and get a full root view.

tions for $9.45/month or $99/year.

Little Labs Plant Science Kit

Agventure

Kids ages 5 and older can use this

Test your agriculture knowledge with

Thames & Kosmos kit to learn how

this multiple-choice quiz game from

plants germinate, experiment with

the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s

leaves, seeds and roots – and watch

Farm Service Agency. (What is a ripari-

a plant grow through a maze.

an buffer – or a carambola? Find out.)
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Botany Box

Hydroponic
Plant Lab

LEARN MORE
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BOOKS
Eyewitness Plant
By David Burnie
This comprehensive introduction to
the world of plants is geared toward
kids ages 8-12 and packed with
colorful, real-life photos and unique
views of flowers, fruits, seeds, leaves
and more. Includes companion CD
and wall chart, too.
The Gardening Workbook
PLUS Plant Science & Nutrition
By Christa Hastie
Designed for class and home alike,

“

this engaging guide sprouts with 32
lessons on gardening, botany and

food for grades 2-6. Along the way,
kids create and care for their own

container gardens, do some creative
writing and answer fun questions.
Plant Classification
(The Life of Plants)
By Louise and Richard Spilsbury
Discover everything you want to
know about plants, including how

they’re grouped and how they give
us energy. Best of all, it helps kids
easily name plants and identify
plants without a microscope. For

Science is fun because you get dirty and
you get to touch things and smell things
and it involves a lot more of the senses.
Once you have kids’ interest, then you
start talking about the inquiry-based
approach to the why. Why does this
work, why doesn’t this work? Then you
get them to want to learn more.”

kids in second grade and older.

– Dr. Heidi S. Kattula, Ed.D., director of learning services,
Bloomfield Hills Schools
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FIELD TRIP

GO EXPLORE

SUGGE

S

Local nature, garden and farm spots are great ways to “dig”
some real-life botany.

D
TE

BY

Tollgate Farm

and a 4-H program for kids. Its 16

and Education Center

gardens boast hostas, roses, wetland

28115 Meadowbrook Road, Novi

greenery – and “feely and smelly”

248-347-3860, tollgate.msu.edu

plants in the children’s garden.

What’s at this 160-acre working farm?
“Excellent opportunities for kids to

Michigan Science Center

learn from the farmers themselves,”

5020 John R St., Detroit

Bridget Zahradnik

Zahradnik says. This Michigan State

313-577-8400, mi-sci.org

Who is she?
See page 7.

University spot has activities, camps

Plants are a key part of people’s diet.
Kids need some inspiration to eat
more fruits and veggies? The Health
& Wellness Exhibits at MiSci can
help. Its Snack Attack! game, Junk
Food Wall and BMI scales show
what unhealthy eating can do. Then
visit the NutriMat to pick a healthy
breakfast (is that a banana and OJ
we spy?).

Tollgate Farm and
Education Center
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Matthaei Botanical Gardens

Wolcott Mill Metropark

Matthaei Botanical Gardens

Farm Center

1800 N. Dixboro Road, Ann Arbor

65775 Wolcott Road, Ray Township

734-647-7600, lsa.umich.edu/mbg

586-752-5932, metroparks.com

This spot in “Tree Town” teems with

Really, you can’t go wrong at any

plant life. Explore native orchids and

of the 13 Metroparks for a look at

woodland wildflowers in the new Great

Michigan’s natural foliage. Besides

Lakes Gardens, check out a variety

its trails that weave through woods

of bonsai and penjing that introduce

and meadows packed with greenery,

Asian botany or learn about plants

Wolcott has a farm with a green-

and health at the Medicinal Garden.

house and gardens to explore.

There’s a kids garden here, too, and
many trails to roam – free!

Wolcott Mill Metropark
Farm Center

TEST YOUR SMARTS
READY TO

E
TAKE TH

QUIZ?
RE!

CLICK HE

Don’t chew that No. 2! This quick quiz is just a few questions about what kids learned
after trying the experiment and using this guide to learn more – done in a few clicks.
So put on that thinking cap.
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